From local artisans to world-class brands, the Wilderness Outpost offers a carefully curated selection of exquisitely crafted clothing, footwear, housewares, jewelry, fine art, gifts and more.

Explore styles and artfully constructed items from Calleen Cordero, Filson, Frye, Kuhl, Lucchese, Old Gringo, Patagonia and YETI. We offer specially designed Paws Up gear created by local Montanans, such as handcrafted knives and cutlery from Behring Made Knives and cloaks by Lindsey Thornburg. Oil paintings by Michael Haykin and art by Teresa Garland Warner and Diane Whitehead are also available.

Contact our style consultants or product experts by phone or email directly for your personal shopping needs. We can also provide a private after-hours shopping experience with appetizers and beverages for individuals or groups upon appointment or request.

Hours of Operation: June–August: 8AM–6PM, later by appointment; September–May: 9AM–5PM.
A. Exclusive Pendleton cloak by Montana-born designer Lindsey Thornburg; inquire for pricing. 
B. Our lightweight, cozy waffle robe: $95. 
C. Our very own trucker hat and baseball cap: $55. 
D. Handcrafted, Montana-made leather dog collar (dark brown or light brown): $55. 
E. and F. Soft, unisex hooded and crewneck sweatshirts: $85. 
G. Exclusive, customized Western boots by Lucchese: $750.

To order, please call 406-244-7367 or email retail@pawsup.com.
A. Authentic Paws Up tin glamping mug: $25; B. Organic, recycled Paws Up cotton throw blanket: $45; C. Beautifully crafted S’well Paws Up wood grain water bottle: $45; D. Handcrafted, Montana-made wood picture frame: (4 x 6: $35, 5 x 7: $55, 8 x 10: $65); E. Classic Stanley Paws Up 64-oz. growler (great for hot or cold liquids): $75; F. Locally made ceramic travel and latte mugs: $35, $45; G. Organic, recycled knit glamping pillow: $125.
A. Behring Made Knives everyday knife: inquire for pricing;
B. Silver-plated key chain and metal key fob: information available upon request; C. Handmade Paws Up leather and durable-canvas tote: $295; D. One-of-a-kind Peyote Bird turquoise rings: inquire for pricing; E. and F. Hand-mixed black pepper bath and body products (sold separately or as gift set): inquire for pricing; G. One-of-a-kind Peyote Bird leather and turquoise jewelry: inquire for pricing.

To order, please call 406-244-7367 or email retail@pawsup.com.
A and C. Handmade reclaimed-metal skull ring and matching bracelet by Alkemie: $165, $140; B. Stanley Paws Up 8-oz. flask: $40; D. Browning Paws Up clipback knife: $85

To order, please call 406-244-7367 or email retail@pawsup.com.